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Yes! We are here and good afternoon to you. Indeed, yes, good afternoon. All of the hearts, of all beings, of all that are within, all that
are without, and all that are around in many abundant treasured ways, are You! Dearest children of this collective consciousness that you
call the planet Earth, you are indeed at the greatest time of harmonic convergence that has ever been.

The Harmonic Convergence Energy
You say to us, dearest ones, what is harmonic convergence, we are not sitting here playing musical tones. We say indeed you are, with
every aspect of your being-ness, and with every vibration of your being-ness.
You are the tone that you seek to be, and you are at the time when all tones are becoming a precious chorus.
Together, you are all a precious gift, a precious harmony, a precious unified recognition. Not just those that you think deserve it, oh no.
All.

Divine Nourishment in all Aspects of Being
You see dearest ones, at this time, at this great monumental time of abundant recognition, you are being nourished. You are being
nourished with every aspect of the Divine. Every aspect. How many aspects? (Audience answers “Every aspect”). Every aspect of
all-ness. All experience, all being-ness, all representation, all expression, every Divine aspect.
If you were to make a list that said “here are all of the aspects of my being-ness”, every one of those aspects would be nourishing you
at this time. This is even if your list had things that you consider to be scary, or things that you consider to be, not quite so right. For
indeed dearest children, are not the things that you consider to be not quite so right, indeed a judgment in and of themselves? For
who is the one in you that is making the determination of the judgment of what is right and what is wrong?
Dearest, beloved energetic recognitions, for indeed, we see in you, as you see in us, the energetic recognition of all that is. It is time for
you to offer to yourselves a harmonic realignment with all that is of the truth of your being-ness. Now how do you do that?
First, you take your left brain for a walk, no? Yes! Put it on a little leash and take it out. Yes! And when you are done say good boy,
take a nap, yes indeed. (much laughter) It, (your brain), is a precious gift and it is for you to use, and yet it is imperative for you to open
up the balanced harmonic of brain reconnection.
Many in your world claim you use small percentages of that which you call your brain. This wondrous harmonic gift that has offered
you safety, navigation, ability, understanding, humility, humor, expression, it is a wonderful gift, it is not? Yes, indeed! It propels you
into many realms of being-ness. It offers you the gift of putting together many Divine reconnections and in putting together the Divine
reconnections, how can you move forward if indeed you are stuck in left gear? Hmm, yes.
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It is important to recognize this. Now dear children, you are at a time of profound opening. The opening has already begun for you are
in the time, you are in the cycle, of the great Lion energy. The cycle of the Lion energy has a fulcrum aspect to it, in the fulcrum aspect,
it means simply that there are those who will lift, and there are those who will pull, and there are those who will push, and there are those
who will squash.
As you live in Lion energy, it is imperative to recognize how you choose to be in this energy.
What is radiating through your body now.
What is your body offering you, and are you paying attention?

The First Aspect of the Divine Trinity
Let us begin first of all with the body. There are three aspects of this Divine opening that you must unify. Indeed the time of trinity
unification is most imperative. In the Divine Three, in the recognition of the Divine Three, all will unveil itself at this time.
The Divine Three may very well be three pairs, or three communities; please do not misunderstand that it could only be three, meaning
1, 2, 3. It is the unison of the trinity energy, and the recognition of everything that you call into wholeness and all Divine aspects of your
being-ness. The first aspect of this trinity is your body. It is your body.
This body, we have talked many times, have we not? Yes! So we will talk about it again. When was the last time you jumped up and
down inside your body and said yeah, this is my body. Yeah, this is my body! Yes it is changing, hallelujah, it is not static! Yes, a new
part has called to me today, right on mama! It is most imperative for you to let yourself have this gift.
When was the last time your body said; Hello, I am your hip and today I do not want to walk, talk to me, yes! When was the last time
your joint said; Hello, I am your connective tissue, are you connecting with me? Or not. When was the last time your blood said are
you receiving the sweetness of life, or not? When was the last time your bones said, are you letting me support you, or are you trying
to support everything else?
Are you listening dear children, are you listening?

The Body and The Mind
You see dearest children, your body is the greatest communicator that you have available to you right now because your body is
indeed transcending the mind.
Believe it or not, yes! The mind seeks only to keep you safe. The mind seeks to offer you reassurance with a pattern that you have
become habitually accustomed to. Good! What pattern do you want?
When all else is offering you illusion, the body is a great humbler, it is not? Oh no, I am as spiritual as they come but I cannot walk
today. Yes! Oh no, I have much to do and suddenly I am too sick to do it. Hmm. Pay attention. We offer you this because your bodies
are the greatest teacher in front of you in this moment. Your body; Your physical body.
Dearest children, do always remember that you begged for this body. My goodness, you created it! I want this one, this color, this shape,
this way, Yes!
In the creation of this beautiful form to come forward you were gifted with the absolute Divine knowing that you would forget, and
in the Divine knowing that you would forget, you were given the gift of a body to help you remember.
You are in Divine union with your body. Divine union. Where is your sacred partner? Rub your arms around your body. Where is
my divine partner? Right here, loving you every moment, every precious second, every moment of every day, of every eon, of every
evolution. We love you dearly. You are loved dearly. Your body says to you constantly, why do you not love me?
q What do you say to your body?
q How do you treat your body?
q How would you treat any temple, dearest beloveds?
q How would you treat the temple of another?
You see dearest ones, in the energy of the trinity, in the energy of the personal trinity, when you call forth the divine recognition and
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the divine union and the sacred union of your own body, you begin an energetic realignment with the center of the Universe, because
you re-member. In loving your body as it is right now, you re-member. Your body can only help you re-member, it is a precious gift
that was given to you.
So many cry out to us, what is happening in this world, why do you kill bodies, why are bodies killing bodies?
Begin by recognizing the gift of your body, and from there, each body can honor another body. Begin by recognizing that legions of you
have come to help you remember by saying their body was available to be gone that way.

Understanding the Gift of Is-ness
Can your heart open up and recognize that many are here in the time of harmonic alignment because you are loved so much that
they are offering you the gift of witnessing whatever you must witness so that you may remember; so that you can wake up? So that
you can wake up to the Divine memory of what it is you are to do.
Now this is certainly not in a higher or a lower consciousness, or a higher or a lower being-ness. Dearest children, there is no higher,
there is no lower. There just is. In the Is-ness, there is the Divine recognition of the absolute perfection of all that is happening and in
the Is-ness, there can never be war because you can not see it as war.
Through the Is-ness, you see the selfless service of all who are recognizing and coming forward and being present, so that all, ALL, All,
may come into Divine reunion and Divine communion.
You say to us so often, how can it be, what kind of a God could let this, (war, destruction), happen?
We invite you to remember dearest children, you are the co-creative power
of this Universe. You!
Can you wrap around that? Do! Look into the mirror, look into the eyes of the Divine, and from there this consciousness comes forward
in many beautiful brilliant expressions.
And so, in the trinity of the divine harmonic reunion that is present now, it begins with taking your left brain for a walk, ok? Good.
Let it do it’s thing, bring it in, give it a nap, and then allow yourself to be with your body. It is important to do this walk ahead of time,
in whatever manner serves you well because the left brain, bless it’s heart, is doing it’s best to stop you from this Divine communion
because it is terrified, dear Ones.

Breaking Free of “Me”
Your left brain loves you so much it says, what about me? What about me? I will throw a tantrum right now, what about me? It’s all
about me! You live in a world of me! Me-me-Me-me-Me-me-Me-me! It is a siren of me’s! Yes! (Much audience laughter as Zadkiel
creates a siren sound from the word Me).
What happens to your consciousness when you hear a siren? Me-me-Me-me-Me-me-Me-me. You might be quite alarmed. It does not
feel good, the adrenaline races, you tummy gets tight. Know that it is time to stop alarming yourself. It is much more harmonically
aligned to allow the presence of being-ness to come forward.
In the divine trinity that begins with you, it begins with recognizing that you are all in sacred union. That you are all in Divine
partnership, and that you are in the Divine presence of you. Love your beautiful bodies.
Dearest children, is it not one of the greatest acts of density to teach you not to love your body as it is? Pay attention Dear Ones,
pay attention.
You have beautiful bodies, beautiful expressions, each designed to carry the energy that you asked to carry in this world. all
Carry your energy proudly! Carry your energy well. Be comfortable with your body, let the comfort of your body determine how your
body looks…Only the comfort. If you are comfortable, and if you are in joyous union with the body, then all is in divine order, is it
not? Yes!
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The Second Aspect of the Divine Trinity
The body is the first aspect of the trinity of the Divine Harmonic that is re-connecting on your planet now. From that union with the
body, comes the second piece of the trinity, which is your recognition of the Divine Presence. You see dearest children, you may say to
us, oh come on, should’ve been first, there is no first, there is no last, there just is. We simply are offering to you in a manner today that
is easy to accept by the brain of this world.
The brain likes order. The brain wants the bullet points, ok we give you the bullet points. Once you have the recognition of the Divine
Presence because you are in union with the body, you are able to activate the divine DNA within that opens up the portals of the
Divine presence that you are, without any doubts.
Only doubt separates, Dear Ones, only doubt separates.
q How often do you doubt yourself?
q How often do you doubt this world?
q How often do you doubt another?
q How often do you go out in your own clarity and have others doubt you, and then begin doubting yourself again?
You see dearest children, in the recognition of the Divine Presence, there can not be doubt. When you are able to move in a doubtfree existence, everything shifts. Everything shifts. What do you doubt? Most often you doubt yourself. You doubt your money, you
doubt your time, you doubt your career, you doubt your family, you doubt so much, you doubt just because you can doubt! It is quite
fascinating to watch, hmm. Yes.
Dearest children, when you stop doubting you start embracing.
You start living experiencing the fullness of the Divine.
We trust you implicitly. Do you trust yourself implicitly? Or is there doubt? Within doubting consciousness you breed separation and
skepticism. We wish to talk about this.
It is such a popular comment. Skeptic. Skeptic. Skeptic. Yahoo! Good thing! In the skepticism you are saying to yourself, I love
myself enough that I don’t want to doubt anymore, so please help me no longer doubt. Yippee-i-o! Good.
So when you are skeptical keep it in perspective. Ask yourself, who is skeptical? What is aspect of you is asking, and why? And after
you answer those questions, move forward so that you can trust yourself enough to recognize, re-member, reunify and be in the Divine
presence always.
When you are in sacred union with your beloved body, when you are in the presence of Divine essence, when doubt can no longer
be a part of anything that you are, all that is left is the honest recognition that you are the Divine essence
expressing, offering, and growing.

The Third Aspect of the Divine Trinity
Dearest children, you are light, it is all you can do! All Light expands, it is your Divine imperative. As you expand, as your consciousness
reunifies, as you come into greater Sacred Union with your Divine physical presence, as you re-member, reconnect and honor the Divine
presence within at all times, you will begin to hear the harmony of the Universe. It is the harmony of the Universe that is the third aspect
of the trinity.
The third aspect of the trinity is Divine love expressed as the Harmony of the Universe.
This is not the emotional love of this planet. In your world, love is very much a false god. It is a word that is thrown around very often,
very loosely. I love you, as long as you do this. I love you, for a year. I love you, because I should say that.
It is important to remember that love, in and of itself, is not a conscious act,
it is simply your presence.
Divine love can only be experienced when you offer yourself the gift of recognizing the absolute Divine gift in every experience…
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Every being…Every action…Every moment… Every breath.
Take a conscious breath. Yes. Do it again. Yes. What did you feel? If you say “I have no idea”, it is OK. It is a response. Keep
breathing until you do know what you feel. Keep breathing until you feel even more. Keep breathing until every cell ignites with the
presence of Divine love.
Dearest children, you throw the words of love around so much here. Unconditional love, conditional love, unconditionality, how do I get
unconditionality, oh my goodness, it’s a see-saw, we are dizzy. It is important to reunify with the essence of Love.
In the essence of Love there can not be effort. In the essence of Love there is only bliss. There is only recognition. There is only the
understanding that every aspect, every expression, every being-ness is in Divine harmony.
From this trinity that begins with you, you are at the time now where you must make a choice. Let it begin with you. Then where do
you wish to take it.

The Divine Trinity and Choice
Dearest children so often you cry out to us “How may I be of service?” Then you become very judgmental in your service. I will be in
service to this cause because this cause is the only cause that’s right. Hmm. Pay attention.
All causes serve the awakening of all beings and all expressions.
We invite you, if you wish to truly be of service, to simply trust yourself as much as we trust you. We have no doubt that you are. We
have no doubt that you are expressing. We have no doubt that all that you are doing serves the entire universal community.
We invite you to recognize that you are at a time where you are waking up to galactic recognition, citizenship, if you will, interesting
word citizenship, and you are indeed recognizing and re-membering that you are much more than this little space in this part of what you
call a galaxy, which is just a little space in what we call the Universal Kingdom of Divine Love.
Many of you have heard that there are many mansions here in the Universal Kingdom of Divine Love. Have you created yours? Can
you see yourself in it? Do you allow yourself the gift of this Divine recognition?
We invite you to remember that your veil, can only be lifted to the level of consciousness that you wish to embrace.
Therefore, it is important for you to make a decision. Dearest beloved children, make a decision. You see, you can not proselytize, oh
no, why should you? It is imperative for each being to be in their Divine choice. Many of you have heard and many of you have asked,
what is sin? Is there sin? There is only one, if you wish to use that word, to interfere with the path of another, or to let another interfere
with your path.
It is important to remember, that you are on a Divine mission. Is your mission important? Absolutely! You wouldn’t be here. And if
you decide, whatever you decide, remember it is the commitment to the choice that unveils the miracle of the choice.
If you vacillate in your own choices, then it is vacillation energy that comes forward within you, and in the vacillation energy, how can
you build solid community!
Community begins with the harmonic trinity of you. You are the community you seek. One by one and together you build the
community of this world, in the consciousness reflected by your personal trinity reunification.
What do you want this world to be, Dear Ones? So many ask us, when, where, times, dates; how interesting these questions are! So
these questions come from the unification of the Divine trinity? In the Divine trinity, the only question is the recognition of the Divine
presence in all. And so we invite you, eyeball to eyeball, to look at each other in that precious Divine center, to pay attention to each
other in that recognition. If you wish to be of service, hold your space of the Divine harmonic trinity, if you wish to be of service in that
way.
Remember Dearest Ones, there are many who are in service that have no idea what we are talking about. Yes! Know that we honor
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their presence, as we honor yours. Each is in the Divine Moment. Each is in the Divine Presence. There are many of you here who are
seeking and looking for those who have already transitioned into another realm of service. Dearest children, when you allow yourself
into the harmonic trinity, all are already with you here; sharing, growing, assisting. This is why so many are choosing now to grow and
assist.
Know the truth of all that is.
We love you dearly. We honor you and we recognize that in the Divine upliftment of all that is consciousness, is a universal gift that
is not prohibitive from anyone, and that is open to the realm of all-ness. Know that we honor you.
We are in great trust of all that you do, and we invite you to enter into the Divine trinity of your own being-ness often.
We will take questions.
Q: Zadkiel, there are a lot of us who are going through some very painful memories from Atlantis, can you give us some help or some
instruction along the way?
Yes, Dearest child, many are processing many past life information and traumas now. How many here? (Many hands go up) So many,
hmm, yes. It is important to remember first and foremost, you past life is just that…Past! (Audience laughter) Been there, done
that. For many of you, whoo, good thing. Yes. It is imperative, when you have these recollections, and many more will have this, many
will not understand it and many will channel it as they say, into emotional expressions that they do not understand. It is imperative to
remember just this, you are at the time when time is folding upon itself, linear time at this point is no longer what perhaps you would say
it was. How’s that for a linear explanation? As this time is shifting, as this time is folding, and as many start having very vivid memories,
dreamtimes, expressions, understanding, synchronicities coming forward, it is imperative to stay here, in this moment, now.
All of those expressions are what have brought you to this point now. The past is simply that; an expression of the soul fragment that is
coming forward to you now. Many of you are calling back many soul fragments. Many of you have already done this. In the wholeness
of all that you are, there can be great chaotic infusions of soul fragment reintegration. Oftentimes, it is resisted because there is an
emotional bond to the past recognition. And so, we implore you, we encourage you, if you want this to be chaotic, it will be, and you
will make that choice and have great fun on that ride. Or, you can allow yourself to recognize it, honor it, and move forward and this
is important.
OK, we see many hands. Yes.
Q: Hi. I was wondering if you could give me guidance as to how I can move forward in the best, quickest way.
Dearest child, you ask this not only for yourself but for many indeed. It is imperative to remember, today we have offered to you, just in
this one moment, the Divine trinity of universal harmonic reconnection. It is important to recognize that the greatest way you can move
forward, is to first of all decide what is it you wish to move forward with. You see Dear child, in your energy field we do not see a clear
decision, we see a doubt energy and so you must get clear. What do I truly want and who, meaning you, do I trust to come forward with
that energy? From there, you are able to move forward. With that, you must conjunct the two in releasing the concept of linear time.
Linear time limits. It puts boundaries on things, does it not? This segment, that segment, that moment, this moment. Expand into the
recognition of all-ness, be clear in that which you seek and the instantaneous manifestation that you desire is already there.
We will take one more.
Q: I have been experiencing pain when I am in spiritual surroundings as if my body is trying to tell me something and I have been trying
to communicate with it but I can’t hear anything, why am I feeling this pain in such high energy surroundings?
What a good question! Pain is a powerful question. Why am I experiencing pain, why am I feeling pain and why can I not hear the pain?
Dearest child, when you come into this planet, when you come into this form in this world, one of the greatest gifts you are offered
is pain. Pain is the gift that offers you the opportunity to question. From the questioning which you have already begun, emits an
energetic field to the Divine that says I am ready to have an answer. When you are able to release the pain for the sake of pain and let
the pain teach you, let the pain offer you the question and then let the question be sent out and allow yourself to receive the answer, the
answers are already abundantly with you now. This is true with all beings and all pain. Pain is one of the greatest gifts of this world.
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When we stop arguing with pain, when we stop trying to cut deals with pain, when we stop cursing pain, we will allow ourselves to
question the reason and to find the source and to break through into the recognition of what the gift is, and then you become pain
free. This is a powerful question.
We have many who wish to say hello, and we wish to allow them to simply say hello. We shall bid you farewell and we offer you
the recognition that in the presence of all that is, have no doubt you are All and You… Is.
Do not ever doubt for one moment that we are with you Always,
as you are with us Always.
Note: Enter Suph’alla, (The Benevolent Ones).
Hello. Beloved wisdom keepers, our heart opens with the Divine recognition that you have indeed come to the time of the process of the
integration of all the records and all of the keys. In the Kingdom of Divine beloved oneness from whence you have been and we come
to you, we offer you now the beloved energy of opening up the portal of wisdom that exists for each of you in the area above what you
call third eye.
In this portal of Love, in the honesty and the integrous recognition of your beloved being-ness, there can not be a secret, there can not
be withholding, there can not be falsehood because in this energy you are.
As you breathe more, as you integrate more, the energy of beloved recognition will fulfill your heart with the Divine recognition
understanding and the precious gift of reunification. Yes.
In the majesty of the explosion of Light that created the sparks of Divine Universal Wisdom which you are, each of you said Yes, Yes,
Yes.
Each of you is One and All.
In the Yes, there is the acceptance of all that is. We simply invite you to offer yourself one moment of heartfelt recognition. One
moment of feeling, being, knowing, accepting. One moment to say; “What if I could really Feel and Be?”
Re-member. Reconnect. Reunify. What if my presence could truly be all that is Light?
We Love you.
We Honor you.
We are you, as you are us.
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